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There are about 30,000 North Korean defectors residing in South Korea. The South Korean 
government provides them with various types of aid, such as subsidized long-term housing, to 
assist them with adjusting to the new society. However, despite the generous provision of aid and 
support compared to other countries, only 30% of defectors move out of the government. 
Although there are rooms for financial savings from government provided subsidized housing, a 
high percentage of defectors continue to live in subsidized housings. The research questions are: 
1) is the low level of spatial assimilation related to other makers of assimilation? and 2) does 
desirability to spatially assimilate make difference in other markers of assimilation? The 
hypotheses are: 1) the levels of other assimilation markers will be lower for those who stay in 
the government housing (those with low level of spatial assimilation) and 2) the desirability to 
spatially assimilate will also increase levels of other markers of assimilation. The markers used 
for this thesis were income, employment status, education attainment, language attainment, and 
intermarriage. This research was conducted through preliminary interviews from former 
Minister of Unification of South Korea, field workers, and defectors, and surveys that were 
created based on the interviews. The sample size was 90 and t-test results indicated that most of 
the values were statistically insignificant. Despite statistical insignificance, these interviews and 
surveys contained valuable information, therefore statistical insignificance will be not considered. 
It was shown that despite the low level of spatial assimilation, defectors showed progress in 
other markers of assimilation, and desirability to spatially assimilate made difference in other 
markers of assimilation. Those that desired to move out of housing showed higher levels of 










Since 1990’s, there have been a steady number of North Koreans defecting to South Korea. 
There was a drastic decrease after death of Kim Jong Il, of when Kim Jong Un tightened the 
border control. Although the number of escapes reduced in half, there still are more than one 
thousand North Koreans defecting to South Korea every year. As of 2015, there are about 30,000 
defector residing in South Korea.  
 
Under the South Korean constitution, North Koreans are by law South Korean,1 under the logic 
that there is only one Korea. When defectors enter South Korea, they go through the joint 
interrogation screening process by the National Police Agency and National Intelligence Service, 
to check their identities and motives of defection to prevent Chinese-Koreans or North Korean 
operative agents from entering. After the security clearance, North Korean defectors are granted 
with South Korean citizenship. They are sent to Hanawon, a reeducation facility of North Korean 
defectors, and receive training in cultural differences, history, basic job skills, and daily chores 
such as paying a bill or using an automated teller machine (ATM). Once they are released from 
the closed-door facility after three months, they are put under the joint care system, lead by 
Ministry of Unification, and supported by the government resettlement assistance agency, Hana 
Foundation, and cooperated with Ministry of Education, Employment and Labor, Health and 
Welfare, Gender Equality and Family, National Police Agency, and municipal and provincial 
authorities for variety of services from vocational training to protection services. North Korean 
defectors are given South Korean citizenships with many special benefits created only for 
defectors, such as residential, financial, and even education privileges.  
 
For residential support, South Korean government provides them with long-term subsidized 
rental housing for North Korean defectors. These subsidized housing is designed for South 
Korean citizens with low income or those that are socially vulnerable. Their rental price costs 
about from 30 to 80% of market priced housing, with minimum occupancy period from two to fifty 
years, depending on the type.2   
 




South Korean government’s residential aid for North Korean defectors exceeds the average 
refugee aid programs from different countries. For example, in the United States, refugees are 
not provided with long-term subsidized housing. Each refugee after their admission receive 
about $1,000 stipend for three months for housing, and within that period, refugees are to apply 
for jobs. The government does not assign them housing or grant them with citizenship 
immediately.3 In Germany, in the midst of a very high volume of refugee influx, there are four 
types of refugee accommodation. There are initial reception centers of where they can stay for 
maximum 6 months after their asylum application has been filed. Then, they are to stay in 
collective accommodation centers within their initial federal state. Then, there is decentralized 
accommodation where asylum seekers that have been in Germany for a longer period can live, of 
which only Berlin enforces rules on the accommodation to be apartments, and there are 
emergency camps. Asylum seekers do not get to choose their area of stay—the government 
distributes them to different regions.4  
 
South Korean government’s generous residential support reflects the government’s effort to 
assist defectors adjustment to the South Korean society. Residential support is very important 
because it provides the most basic need of human settlement—shelter. Finding a housing as a 
foreigner is very difficult, even one is sufficiently earning income, because even with sufficient 
amount of key money for deposit, it is difficult to be aware of the housing market, law, or rights 
for proper pricing or owner-tenant agreement. Recently defected defectors grew up in a 
different ideology and they have no jobs or savings. It will put them in a very vulnerable situation. 
Even if they had a relative in South Korea, it would be more likely for them to live in a very small 
housing, therefore the shelter aspect of settlement will likely to be compromised. If these 
defectors were not given housings, in worst case scenarios, they would be at high risk of 
becoming homeless without jobs. The government stepping into provide housing to defectors for 
extended stays are very humanitarian.  
 





However, despite the generous provision of aid and support in comparison to other countries, 
only 30% of defectors move out of the government housing and the rest either stay in their initial 
housing or move onto a different public housing in different areas. Although there are rooms for 
financial savings from government provided subsidized housing, a high percentage of defectors 
continue to live in subsidized housings.  
 
Spatial Assimilation occurs when immigrants from enclaves or segregated areas move to less 
racially concentrated areas, and it asserts that dispersion leads to upward mobility from having 
attained stronger socioeconomic stability. Rate of moving out of subsidized housing can equate 
to level of spatial assimilation in two ways: spatial and psychological. Spatially, South Korean 
apartment buildings are built in a high-density environment. South Korean apartment buildings 
are similar to those in New York City that they are high-density tall buildings, usually taller than 
15 stories. There are usually more than ten apartment buildings in a complex. These 
characteristics apply to public housings as well. Because there are districts that have public 
housing complex and those areas are usually places with high defectors population, moving out 
of public housing represents spatial assimilation among defectors, since they are being 
dispersive and no longer living in a concentrated area. Psychologically, moving out of public 
housing can mean spatially assimilating because it represents not receiving governmental aid, 
which can be perceived as moving one step closer to assimilating into the society by being 
economically more independent. There are about 30,000 defectors among more than 50 million 
total populations in South Korea, and it may seem as defectors are already spatially assimilated 
since there is no extreme segregation or enclaves. However, many of those that reside in public 
housing are living in close proximity among each other, and share close network. However, 
moving out of public housing system represents losing the proximity within the apartment 
complex. Therefore, in this research, moving out of public housing will translate to being 
spatially assimilated.  
 
Research Questions and Hypothesis 
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The research questions are: 1) is the low level of spatial assimilation related to other makers of 
assimilation? and 2) does desirability to spatially assimilate make difference in other markers of 
assimilation? 
 
The hypotheses are: 1) the levels of other assimilation markers will be lower for those who stay 
in the government housing (those with low level of spatial assimilation) and 2) the desirability to 
increase spatial assimilation will also increase other markers of assimilation.  
 
As mentioned before, in this thesis, spatial assimilation will be referring to moving out of the 




Assimilation is the process by which the characteristics of members of immigrant groups and 
host societies come to resemble one another.5 There are different assimilation models, such as 
classic, segmented models, and racial and ethnic disadvantageous.  
 
Classic assimilation models, which are represented from works of Milton Gordon (1964), Richard 
Alba and Victor Nee (1997), suggest that the assimilation convergence happen in a straight line 
as time passes. This theory argues that as immigrants live longer in the host country, the more 
likely they will become similar to the customs of host countries. The key point of this theory is 
that the higher the level of assimilation depends on the longer duration of residency. This is 
similar to upward mobility. 
 
On the other hand, segmented assimilation model argues that the assimilation pattern is 
“bumpy,” rather than straight. It implies that there are more to assimilation factors than time. 
This claim is supported by Herbert J. Gans (1992) who described that there are more factors of 
assimilation other than economic mobility, and he later published in 2007 that although mobility 
                                                
5 http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/assimilation-models-old-and-new-explaining-long-term-process 
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and assimilation were considered equated, but they are in fact independent processes.6 Portes 
and Min Zhou (1993) claimed the possibility of downward mobility due to disadvantaged 
opportunities that immigrants faced. These literatures argued that upward mobility isn’t the only 
route to assimilation.  
 
Racial and ethnic disadvantageous model is shown through works of Nathan Glazer and Patrick 
Moynihan (1963), and Alejandro Portes. Portes argues that ethnic factors, such as language and 
cultures, can be a burden for achieving economic mobility. Although first generation immigrants 
compare socioeconomic opportunities to their homeland and may not feel the barriers, but their 
children may realize the difficulties to overcome the barrier. Portes, Patricia Fermandez-Kaelly, 
and William Haller (2006) added that “their enduring physical differences from whites and the 
equally persistent strong effects of discrimination based on those differences […] throw a barrier 
in the path of occupational mobility and social acceptance. Immigrant children's identities, their 
aspirations, and their academic performance are affected accordingly.7” According to these 
theories, North Korean defectors are in better grounds than those of African Americans, Latinos, 
and Asians, where they were faced with language or skin color differences. In this thesis, it will 
use measurement that Waters and Jimenez wrote about measuring assimilation patterns in that 
it can be measured in four ways: socioeconomic, which includes educational attainment, income 
parity, and occupational specialization, spatial concentration, language assimilation, and 




According to Ellis, Wright, and Parks, spatial assimilation theory asserts that “immigrants 
disperse from ethnic neighborhoods as they translate socioeconomic gains into more housing 
space and better residential environ[ments].”9 Although North Korean defectors showed very low 
level of spatial assimilation, it may not represent poor levels of assimilation in other markers. A 
case study done in Toronto by Murdie and Ghosh (2009) found that “spatial concentration does 






not necessarily equate with a lack of integration although, for disadvantaged recent immigrants 
who tend to be concentrated in inner-suburban enclaves, there may be cause for worry,” 10 and a 
research by Vang (2012) on African Immigrants in Ireland and the US also questioned whether 
spatial integration can produce other forms of assimilation and challenged the accepted notion 
of residential integration is an important “intermediary substage” in the assimilation process.11 
These previous literatures deny the relationship between spatial assimilation and other 
indicators of assimilation.  
 
Background 
Korea was divided into North and South Korea at the armistice agreement in 1953 after  
establishing a “complete cessation of all hostilities in Korea by all armed force”12 without having 
a complete peace treaty that puts an end to the Korean War. As a result, South Korea 
implemented democratic systems under the influence of the United States, and North Korea 
implemented communist systems under the influence of China and the Soviet Union. Not only 
they were divided ideologically, the two states have been divided by the world’s most heavily 
militarized zone, Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) that is 2.5 miles-wide and stretches from coast to 
coast. Since the division, both countries have been in constant military provocations, and 
diplomatic tension lead by competitive nature. Military provocations and diplomatic tensions 
have been constant issues for both countries. For the first twenty years since the division, their 
competitiveness motivated them in non-military or diplomatic acts, such as development. For 
example, North Korea and South Korea were competing against which country opens metro 
subway line, which North Korea opened first. Both sides took parts in propaganda work claiming 
their superiority over other, and they both heroized defectors. North Korea uses propaganda 
prevalently, not only to enforce ideas of anti-South Korea, but also anti-US, and to encourage 
workers to work hard to build a “strong and prosperous nation” and praising the greatness and 
generosity of the Kim family. After, however, gaps between those countries have grown.  
 
North Korean Defector History 





The number of North Korean defectors have significantly increased in the 90’s and one of the 
major possible reasons behind defection was the great famine, or the “arduous march.” The 
great famine struck North Korea and there have been different estimations of deaths due to 
famine, but out of the total population of approximately 220,000 to 3.7 million North Koreans 
have died from starvation or hunger related disease.   
 
“The [North Korean] government has acknowledged that 220,000 North Koreans died of 
starvation between 1995 and 1998, the height of the catastrophe. At the other end of the 
spectrum, Hwang Jong Yup, the highest-ranking defector from North Korea, has stated 
that North Korean agricultural officials estimated internally to the government itself that 
2.5 million people perished between 1995 and 1997, including 500,000 in 1995, one million 
in 1996, and another one million in 1997. Andrew Natsios’s review of several independent 
studies concludes that there is significant evidence to support Hwang Jong Yup’s 
estimates. There have been plausible, fact-based estimates as high as 3.5 million deaths, 
although these estimates are regarded with skepticism by several scholars.”13  
 
By the end of the 1990s, the food ration system was able to only support 6% of the nation, 
although 62 percent of the population relied on it.14 The 6 percent who received food through the 
ration were fed only 128 grams, or approximately 1 cup of food per day, which is equivalent to 
some 25 percent of the internationally-recommended minimum calorie intake.”15 As more 
people realized there was no hope with the government’s ration system, a large number of 
people began to defect for survival. Recent defectors, however, defect for better opportunities. 
The aftermath of the famine had been over, but due to lack of freedom, many people choose to 
defect. Chain defection has been visible from many defectors, where one defects first and they 
save money to hire a broker to rescue their remaining friends or family members in North Korea.  
 
Below is the chart of the number of North Korean refugees in South Korea. As the chart shows, 
the number of defectors increased until a significant plummet after 2011. 2011 was the year 
                                                
13 Oh and Hassig, 2000, 148; Havel, Bondevik, Wiesel, Failure to Protect, 2006, 12, 23. 
14 Haggard and Noland, Human Rights and International Response, 2006, 28. 
15 Havel, Bondevik, Wiesel, Failure to Protect, 2006, 34; WFP, DPRK, 2006; WFP, DPRK, 2006; WFP Website, 2008. 
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when Kim Jong-Il died and the plummet of defectors was possibly due to the stricter 
enforcement of border patrol after Kim Jong-Il’s death. Some claim that there is an additional 
reason to the gradual decrease in number of defectors, because defectors reach out to their 
remaining relatives in the North to not cross over due to difficulties faced in the South.16  
 
 
~'98 ~'01 '02 '03 '04 '05 '06 '07 '08 '09 '10 '11 '12 '13 '14 15 
Men 831 565 510 474 626 424 515 573 608 662 591 795 404 369 305 251 
Women 116 478 632 811 1,272 960 1,513 1,981 2,195 2,252 1,811 1,911 1,098 1,145 1,092 1,025 
Total 947 1,043 1,142 1,285 1,898 1,384 2,028 2,554 2,803 2,914 2,402 2,706 1,502 1,514 1,397 1,276 
Women 
% 
12% 46% 55% 63% 67% 69% 75% 78% 78% 77% 75% 70% 72% 76% 78% 80% 
 
Before the drastic increase in defector entrance into South Korea, defectors were given very high 
financial reward and high security treatment, and even referred them as “defector warriors”, but 
as the number of defectors increased drastically and financial expenditure for reward became 
too high, South Korean government slowly reduced the reward and aid, and resulted in 
classifying defectors as “basic life supply” aid group and providing the same amount of aid as 
socially vulnerable South Korean. 
 
Demographics 
One of the most visible facts about the defector demographics is the skewed gender distribution. 
More than 70% are women. The possible reasons are because under the patriarchal society, 
women’s role was not socially recognized or visible in North Korean society. In North Korea, only 
women seen in the upper echelons are relatives of Kim Jong Un, and other than them, men 
dominate its military and government. This leads to men to fulfill paid or unpaid state or military 
jobs as almost their duties to their countries, since the government is not wealthy. In order for 
survival, women rose up to take initiatives in taking control of economic power by selling items in 
non-government oriented market.17 Unlike government or military jobs that men hold, market 
jobs are more profit building and they are not as regulated, so women can evade strict 
government supervision. Because of visibility, more women were able to defect.18 The migrants 





in current ages between 20-50 take more than 87% of defectors, which reflects that mobile age 
groups tend to migrate.  
 
Process of Defection 
The border between North and South Korea is a demilitarized zone, which is heavily guarded by 
military by both countries. The border is not simply a line, it is comprised of a buffer zone that is 
250 km long and 4 km wide, and there are mines throughout the buffer area; therefore, it is 
virtually impossible to cross the border.19 Therefore, although there were a few cases of 
defection through crossing borders, it is virtually impossible. Instead, people cross the 
China/North Korea border to escape North Korea. Although the border is guarded by guards 
from both countries, it was relatively easy to cross since the both rivers that divide North Korea 
and China. Usually, border patrols accept bribes, from $10,000 USD or higher to let defectors 
cross border. Ever since Kim Jong Il’s death in 2011, the border patrols have been tightened and 
North Korea allowed China to have authority shoot illegal crossers. From then on, the number of 
defectors have reduced to almost half and the bribe fee had skyrocketed. 
 
Once they cross the border in China, these refugees have to be very vigilant and careful, because 
China does not recognize North Korean refugees as refugees, but illegal immigrants that seek 
economic refuge, rather than human rights violations. Under that reason, China repatriates 
North Korean refugees, although captured refugees face labor camp or harsh punishments, or 
even execution.  
 
Once the refugees leave China, they go into a Southeast Asian country, or in some cases, 
Mongolia, and eventually receive asylum from Korean embassy. Once they request asylum, they 
are placed in a protective care of the Korean governmental agencies of the country after their 
identification verification, and they are sent to South Korea.  
 
In South Korea, they are investigated by the Korean National Intelligence Services and Police. 
After they are cleared, they are sent to Hanawon, a closed reeducation and social adjustment 
                                                
19 A few have managed to cross the border. 
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facility for three months. They then are sent to their government subsidized housing. Once they 
move into their own housing quarters, they are entitled to receive living and medical care, 
education support, employment support, and become connected with their regional Hana Center, 
which assigns them with resettlement volunteers who can assist with their needs. 20 
 
Assistance Policy for Defector 
Defector assistance policy had been established in 1962, where they were considered to be the 
Men of National Merit. The policy was more systemized in 1979, where they were called the 
“defected soldiers” for risking their lives to find freedom. From 1993, the government demoted 
their class as Men of National Merit to recipients of Basic Life Supply as they required protection 
from socioeconomic vulnerability. This was when reward amount decreased. From 1997, the 
government developed various resettlement assistance systems, such as education and 
incentives for additional resettlement reward. 
 
North Korean defector related policies are managed by Ministry of Unification with collaboration 
with different ministries with their specialty, such as Ministry of Education, Ministry of Women, 
and Ministry of Justice. They are provided financial aid and medical care, employment aid, free 
career training, special college entrance/transfers for students, and they have a designated 
police identity protective officer. These benefits have been exceeding the government-planned 
budgets. Until 2006, defectors received US $32,000 per person, but it had decreased to US $9,000 
per person of “settlement” fee. 21  
 
Korean Housing Policy for Defectors 
When security-cleared North Korean defectors are out of Hanawon, they are given government 
provided housing. They are not allowed to move for two years. A former official revealed in his 
interview that this policy was created to prevent from defectors moving out to receive deposits to 
pay for their broker fees. Defectors have been assigned to mainly two types of governmental 
housing: Permanent and Citizen rental apartments, which are managed by Korea Land and 
Housing Corporation, or LH. They are both relatively smaller than conventional apartments--




under 40m2 and 85m2, respectively-- and they are assigned to socially vulnerable groups of 
people.  
 
Permanent rental apartments were created so that socially vulnerable people without their own 
homes can safely secure housing. Permanent rental apartments were built under President Roh, 
Tae Woo’s administration in 1991 when he proposed 200,000 housing projects.22 This type of 
housing is eligible for groups including those on Basic Life Supply recipients, Men of National 
Merit or their remaining family members with low income, former Japanese comfort women, 
single parent family, North Korean defectors, registered disabled, for those with low income that 
care for their parent that are 65 or older, one that is leaving the child protective services with 
recommendation of the director of facility, one with pervious year’s City Labor Household Income 
that is below 50% percentile, one that the Minister of Land and Transport, mayor, or governor 
acknowledges the necessity of moving into the rental apartment, and one that owns a 
subscription deposit. Permanent rental apartments are still standing, but their facilities are old. 
Their rental price is around 30% of the market price and their mandatory period of stay is 50 
years. 
 
Citizen rental apartments were created so that those with low income without own housing can 
secure housing. This type of housing is eligible for groups including general applicants, those 
that were evicted for public projects, those that were married for less than 5 years, those that 
were confirmed of living in vinyl house, those that were evicted from permanent rental housing 
for not meeting requirements, Men of National Merit, families with three or more children, and 
those that were recommended from respective agencies for these conditions: age 65 or older, 
those are caretaking old parents, disabled, those that finished long term duty in the military, 
those work in small businesses, North Korean defectors, single parent household, non-
permanent laborer, victims of domestic violence, a child head households, foster homes, victims 
of crime, laborers of coal mines, overseas Koreans, victims of North Korean abduction, and 






victims of sexual violence. Their rental price is 60~80% of the market price and their mandatory 
period of stay is 30 years.  
 
The waiting period for the type of housing is very long—some people wait 10 years to move in, yet 
defectors are on high priority list, so the waiting period is not comparable. Defectors are 
provided with rental homes are paid 13,000,000 won (for one person household), of which are 
paid for housing deposits and the rest are paid after their protective period (5 years).23 Because 
of high demand of these housing, LH is continuing to build more affordable housing for variety of 
people with different background.  
 
Finding Housing in South Korea  
Despite the small size, housing aid is a very generous form of aid, since finding housing in South 
Korea is difficult. In overall, Korean housing market is divided into ownership and rental that 
divides into jeonse, and monthly rent. Jeonse is a unique system that is only available in South 
Korea, where tenant pays the landlord key money that is usually the amount of 50~80% of 
property value, and after minimum rent contract period of two years, the tenant receives the 
original amount of key money back. One newspaper article stated that one of the cheapest 
jeonse in Seoul was about KRW 65,000,000 (about USD 55,000) for 39.6m2 in Seoul.24 Tenant 
usually pays for utilities, but technically tenant does not pay rent. The original intent of this 
rental system is so that the home owner could invest the key money and make interests. A 
tenant may not have to pay for rent, but renting through this method is impossible without 
possessing large amount of key money. Monthly rent system is paying deposit and monthly rent. 
However, usually the deposit runs a year worth of amount, so this method also requires large 
amount of money. For those without key money, some choose gosiwon, a compact living quarter 
with shared kitchen, usually with a single bed, desk, and a chair, which ranges 5~10m2. 
Bathrooms may be shared. Gosiwon can cost from approximately $300 per month to $500 
depending on available amenities. Although these living quarters were originally built for those 
who were studying for national exams, such as bar and public services, in Seoul in 2008, 57.3% of 




tenants were not studying for exams. The number of gosiwon had increased from 2,814 to 5,777 
within 3 years in Seoul, and it had emerged as the primary option for urban poor.25  
 
As one can infer, acquiring housing in South Korea requires prior knowledge in real estate as 
well as big lump sum of money. It is difficult to compare housing situation because information 
was only gathered through interviews and surveys from defectors. However, it was apparent that 
housing situation in North Korea is very different. It was inferred that housing in North Korea 
was easy to attain since most of them are state-owned, yet it came with below standard living 
arrangements, as more than a half of the survey participants noted that there was no bathroom 
in their living quarter. It was very generous for South Korean government to provide housing 
support because without it, it would have been close to impossible to find secured housing 
without big amount of money.  
 
Methodology 
This study uses simple statistics and qualitative methods to examine assimilation process. This 
study is divided into two phases, due to lack of available data. The first phase was conducting 
interviews with former government officials, field workers, and defectors to explore what kind of 
housing problems that defectors face. The second phase is to gather more information from 
more defectors. A questionnaire based on the first phase interviews were distributed in Google 
Forms and printed versions. They were distributed to 90 defectors that were gathered from 
referrals. Each participant was paid 20,000 won per survey. Survey results were analyzed with t-
test for statistical significance.  
 
Both interview and survey were written and conducted in Korean for their convenience. No 
translator was necessary since I am fluent in both languages. All words that North Korean 
defectors used were clarified during the interview. 
 
Data 
                                                
25 http://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/news/article/Article.aspx?aid=2963848 
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There are three parts of data. One is a set of data that is provided by the Ministry of Unification, 
and the other two are interviews and surveys gathered for this research. Like mentioned earlier, 
Ministry of Unification is the command center of the North Korean defectors related affairs. 
Under that, there is Hana Foundation that is dedicated for defector support and settlement. The 
Ministry publishes annual publication titled Tongil Baekseo, which translates “Unification Blank 
Paper,” and the Foundation conducts annual survey of defectors. These publications contain the 
biggest samples in defector-related research or surveys. 
 
Interviews 
During phase 1, interviews were conducted to the former minister of unification, former workers 
within the ministry, field workers of Hana Center, and defectors for preliminary research. 
Interviews were conducted in their offices, houses, and coffee shops, and they were recorded 
after getting consent. An hour long interviews were conducted for the former minister of 
unification, field workers for defector support, and defectors. Different questions were asked for 
different roles.    
 
Surveys 
Based on the interviews from phase 1, a set of survey was created on Google Forms to be 
distributed to only defectors. There was a mixture of multiple choice and free answers.  
 
Life in North Korea 
1.   Sex: (Man/Woman) 
2.   Date of first entry to South Korea (MM/DD/YYYY) 
3.   Age of defection (US age) 
4.   Place of residence in North Korea 
5.   Size of company during defection excluding yourself  
6.   Relationship with the cohort 
7.   Did you have family/friends in South Korea? 
8.   Do you still have family members in North Korea? 
9.   Do you plan on bringing them to South Korea? 
10.   Duration of stay in China 
11.   Duration of stay in third country 
12.   What motivated you to defect? 
13.   Why did you choose South Korea over other countries? 
14.   What did you imagine South Korea to be in North Korea? 
15.   How did you feel during/right after defection? 
16.   How do you feel now? 
17.   Please write here if you have more to say regarding your life in 
North Korea. 
 
Residence in North Korea 
1.   Number of rooms 
2.   Number of bathrooms 
3.   Number of occupancy 
4.   Number of moving 
5.   Type of housing 
6.   Owner of residence 
7.   Interaction with neighbors on scale of 1-7 
 
Residence in South Korea 
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1.   Where did you first settle in South Korea? (Si/Gu) 
2.   Important factors of regional choice 
3.   How much did you know about the area that you chose? 
4.   Please write your current residence, whether/the type of public 
housing, duration of residence, and reason of move in a 
chronological order. 
5.   Current number of occupants 
6.   Number of rooms 
7.   Number of bathrooms 
8.   Number of move 
9.   Interaction with North Korea born neighbors on scale of 1-7 
10.   Type of residence 
11.   Owner of residence 
12.   Interaction with South Korea born neighbors on scale of 1-7 
13.   Good side of rental apartments 
14.   Bad side of rental apartments 
15.   Hardship during residence search 
16.   Which one is more helpful for assimilating into Korean society? 
Living in enclaves or living scattered? Does it matter?  
17.   What is your reason? 
18.   If you were to choose between residential financial support or 
rental apartment of same price, which one would you choose 
and why?  
19.   Would you continue residing in the rental apartment? Or would 
like to move out and why? 
20.   What are possible difficulties in moving out of the rental 
apartments? 
21.   Anything you want to add to this section 
 
Socioeconomic Situation in South Korea 
1.   Are you employed?  
2.   What is your job in South Korea? 
3.   What was your job in North Korea?  
4.   Is your current job related to job training received in Hanawon 
and why? 
5.   I have received job training or education for my employment.   
6.   The training/education was helpful in finding jobs. 
7.   Was there a job field that you wanted training, but did not have 
chance to?  
8.   Have you received government aid for searching for jobs? 
9.   Have you received non government aid for searching for jobs? 
10.   Did the aid help?  
 
Employment 
1.   Are you satisfied with your income?  
2.   Are you satisfied with your work environment? 
3.   Have you received unfair treatment due to your origin? 
4.   Please explain if you have. 
5.   What is your monthly income?  
6.   When do you feel happy at work?  
7.   When do you feel sad or discouraged at work? 
8.   How do you overcome hardship at work? 
9.   I tell people that I am from North Korea (Y/N/Only if they ask) 
10.   Where do you communicate with SK people the most? 
11.   Have you done volunteer work? 
12.   Anything you would like to add to this section 
 
Education Attainment 
1.   Highest education attainment in North Korea 
2.   What was the field of study and why? 
3.   High education attainment in South Korea 
4.   What was the field of study and why? 
5.   Are you planning to receive further education? 
6.   Which field would you like to study? 
7.   Would you like to pursue a field related to North Korea? 
8.   Did education received in North Korea help settle in South 
Korea? 
9.   Did education received in South Korea help settle in South 
Korea? 
10.   Easiest part in receiving education in South Korea? 
11.   Hardest part in receiving education in South Korea? 
12.   How did you overcome hardship faced in South Korea? 
13.   Did fellow students help you because you were from North 
Korea? 
14.   Did fellow students treat you unfairly because you were from 
North Korea/ 
15.   Have you received private extracurricular education? 
16.   Have you studied abroad? 
17.   Have you received special scholarship or special admissions 
for North Koreans? 
18.   Anything you would like to add to this section? 
 
Language 
1.   Were you familiar with South Korean dialects? 
2.   Were you discriminated because of your accent?  
3.   Do you use your dialect when speaking with people form North 
Korea?  
4.   Do you use South Korean dialect when speaking with South 
Korea-born people? 
5.   Have you ever wanted to lose or hide your dialect? 
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6.   How fluent are you with the dialect from your origin? 
7.   How fluent are you with the South Korean dialect?  
 
Family 
1.   What was your marital status in North Korea? 
2.   What was your marital status in South Korea? 
3.   Where is your spouse (or future spouse) from?  
4.   Important factors of marriage 
5.   Do you have trouble with your parents/children? 
6.   Like what?  
 
Future 
1.   What was the hardest part settling in South Korea? 
2.   How do you overcome these hardship? 
3.   When do you feel comforted while settling in South Korea? 
4.   Would you go back to North Korea after unification? 
5.   Tell me where you would be in 5, 10, and 20 years. 
6.   What is your dream? 
7.   Is there any policy that must be modified for North Korean 
defectors? 
8.   Which advice would you give to a newly defected? 
 
Lastly 
1.   Please add if you have additional comments. 
2.   May I contact you for further information? 
3.   If yes, your contact information 
 
 
Sample Size/ Statistical Significance 
 
 
Survey Hana Foundation (2014) 
Sample size 90 12777 
Employment Rate 50% 53.10% 
Income 100-150M KRW 147.1M KRW 
College or higher in SK 33.30% 17.04% 
Marital Status (Married) 41.10% 48.40% 
Public Housing Residency 91.10% 79.50% 
 
The survey about defectors with the biggest sample size was conducted by Hana Foundation. The 
2014 is the most recent edition and its sample size is 12,777. However, the sample size of this 
thesis is 90. T-test for two-sample assuming unequal variances with alpha value of 0.05 was 
conducted using Excel to see whether this survey was statistically significant. It was conducted 
on all the questions with numerical values, but t-tests did not show significance of numerical 
differences on most. The P-values were either too big, or the T-critical value was smaller than 
the t-Stat value, which implies that the sample size was too small. The survey for the thesis is 
not likely to be statistically significant. However, because this is conducted from dispersed 
population of 30,000 people, and answers themselves provide significant insights of studies that 
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have not been conducted before, statistical significance will not be taken as an important marker 




Basic demographics information result was similar between both groups. In the sample 
population, 70% were women, which is quite similar with the overall gender distribution among 
the defector population. Slightly higher percentage of women wanted to leave housing. The 
distribution based on years since defection were quite even in 5-year division. Compared to 
people who wanted to stay, people that wanted to leave had lower percentage of recent defectors 
of years 0-5 and higher percentage of experienced defectors of years 11-15. The age of defection 
peaked among ages 16-25 and 36-45. People of current ages 41-45 and 26-30 showed the 
highest percentage of desire to move out, where as 46-50 showed the highest desire to stay in 
housing.  
 
Saebyul/Onsung, Hoeryung, Chongjin, and Hyesan had the highest number of defectors. It was 
shown that people residing near the border cities have defected. People from continental cities, 
such as Hamheung or Pyongyang were shown to defect with their family, or by themselves.  
 
It was shown that the size of the defection cohort is evenly distributed. It was shown that people 
defect with their family the most, or they defect alone. A significant number showed defecting 
with their friends or even with strangers. It showed that among people that wanted to leave 
housing, more than half defected with their family members. More than half showed that they 
did not have family in South Korea when they defected, and a little less than 40 percent indicated 
they had either friends or family in South Korea. About 90% had relatives back in North Korea. 
About three quarters of the total sample population had plans to bring their relatives from North 
Korea. 1/3 of the population stayed in China and third-countries less than a month, and about a 
quarter of defectors stayed in China for more than three years, and more than 30% stayed in 
third countries for 1-3 months.  
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The most common reasons were family, freedom, and hunger. Many have chosen survival as 
their reason for escape and it was also shown in this research’s results. “I was going to die from 
either hunger or getting caught by the government while defecting. I had no choice,” one 
defector testified during his interview. Almost all interviewers had lost one or more of their 
family or relatives during the great famine in the 1990’s, or so-called Arduous March, which took 
lives of up to 3 million people of hunger and hunger related conditions.  
 
The trend of the reason changed based on the year of defection, where as a high percentage of 
earlier defectors have defected for hunger whereas reasons for defection diversified as time 
became recent, such as education and entrepreneurial opportunities. A big number defected 
because their family suggested or forced them to defect. The most common reasons why they 
chose South Korea were the same “minjok” or same roots. Some of the answers included 
proximity and access to information.  
 
The question of their views of South Korea back in North Korea had many polarized answers. 
They either thought South Korea was a country that is deplorable and terrible, but others 
thought Korea was land of freedom and opportunity. Once they arrived, the emotions that most 
felt were uniform. They were scared but very relieved once they arrived. However, as they 
continue living in South Korea, many felt that the bubble has been burst, but they still like living 
in South Korea.  
 
Spatial Concentration 
Defectors that are definitely residing in government-provided housing are residing in high 
density areas with people that are economically and socially disadvantaged, as those buildings 
are multi-stories high apartment buildings. Also, many of these governmental housing buildings 
are built in close proximities, and they are placed in certain neighborhoods that have low land 
prices. It is difficult to find low cost housing in expensive districts such as Gangnam in Seoul, but 
in other districts that have lower land prices, such as Gang-seo or Yang-cheon in Seoul or Nam-
dong in Incheon, there exists many governmental housings. This creates residential economic 
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segregation, although there are attempting to implement measures that are being taken to 
relieve the issue.  
 
As 70% of defectors are residing in government provided housing, despite government’s 
generous aid and support, it raises two questions: (1) Are they remaining in the residency 
because they are satisfied with where they are, or are they working towards the day that they 
move out of the housing to take the first leap of spatial assimilation? (2) How are they doing in 
terms of other benchmarks of assimilation?  
 
 Desired to Stay Desired to Leave Not in Residency Total 
Number 49 33 8 90 
Percentage 54% 37% 9% 100% 
 
This study observes the benchmarks of Waters and Jimenez to measure North Korean defectors’ 
assimilation patterns. These indicators will be used to compare those that wish to move out and 
those that wish to stay. For the purpose of this thesis, a survey of questionnaires was created 
and was distributed to 90 survey participants. On the question asking of their willingness to stay 
in government provided housing, out of 90 people, 8 people indicated that they had moved out, 49 
have indicated that they wish to remain in the housing and 33 have indicated that they wish to 
move out. Analysis will be conducted comparing those who wish to continue residing in these 
housing and those who wish to leave the housing, in terms of different markers of assimilation, 
which includes educational attainment, occupation, income, residential patterns, language 
assimilation, and intermarriage.  
 
The most common reason for those that desired to stay was that it is difficult to find housing in 
that pricing. The most common reasons for those that desired to leave was that they are not 
happy with the social stigma of living in public housing and the small size of the housing. Some 
of those that were not in residency were not eligible for housing since their parents or 
grandparents have claimed public housing. A few moved out because they married their South 
Korean spouses.   
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Dispersed out or Enclaved in? 
 
Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Leave All 
Concentrated 0 13 6 19 
Does not matter 6 25 14 45 
Dispersed 2 11 13 26 
Total 8 49 33 90 
 
When participants were asked whether living close or dispersed to fellow defectors help 
assimilation, those who wanted to leave had lower percentage of people that believe living in 
concentrated quarters help assimilation and higher percentage of people that believe living 
dispersed help assimilation. Only 20 percent of sample population indicated that living in a 
cluster help assimilating whereas the rest indicated that it did not matter or living scattered 
helped. People that believe living close to fellow defectors help assimilation believes that living 
closely will be easier for government to execute policy implementations for defectors and fellow 
defectors can help each other to get through problems. Those who believe the opposite argued 
“being in close proximity with them will be equal to living in North Korea, just in different 
locations.” It is interesting to note a survey participant that believed it does not matter. “It does 
not matter because even within North Korea, there is no freedom in mobility, so people are 




Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Leave All 
Housing 4 45 19 68 
Voucher 4 4 14 22 
Total 8 49 33 90 
 
When participants were asked their preference of receiving monetary aid for housing assistant 
over actual housing, about 60 percent indicated that they wanted the actual housing over 
vouchers. More than 90% of people that wished to stay in housing preferred receiving housing, 
where as almost 60% of those who wished to leave preferred housing over aid. Those that 
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wanted to receive housing believed that they can’t afford regular market priced housing and they 
rather have their housing availability secured. The opposite side argued that they rather move 
out to live far away from fellow defectors because it will help assimilation. Another interesting 
reason was that there is negative stigma on living in governmental housing, therefore they do not 
want to live there and rather move outside.  
 
Educational Attainment 
In terms of educational attainment, the group that wish to leave have higher educational 
attainment in South Korea and desired educational level. In order to analyze the assimilation 
process of educational attainment, educational attainment in South Korea and desired 
educational attainment were used.  
 
Educational 
Attainment (SK) Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move Total 
Jr. High 0 2 3 5 
High 0 4 3 7 
Tech School 0 1 4 5 
2-year college 2 1 0 3 
4-year college 3 6 10 19 
Master's 0 4 3 7 
Doctorate 0 0 1 1 
Private institute 0 3 0 3 
None 3 26 9 38 
No answer 0 2 0 2 




Attainment Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move Total 
Jr/Sr High School 0 1 2 3 
Certificate 0 1 0 1 
Career Training 0 3 2 5 
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College 1 7 3 11 
Master's 2 4 7 13 
Doctorate, higher 2 5 4 11 
Hobby/Foreign 
Language 0 0 3 3 
None 3 28 12 43 
Total 8 49 33 90 
 
Results on educational attainment in South Korea indicates that significantly higher number of 
people that wish to move out are attending/have attended college in South Korea, and 
significantly lower number of people have attained none of education in South Korea than those 
that wished to stay.  
 
Out of 49 that desired to stay, only 11 had some or complete college education or higher and 26 
had no education in South Korea. Low educational attainment levels in South Korea can be 
explained in several ways, such as educational attainment in North Korea, age, and year of 
residence. Those who did not have high educational attainment in South Korea either already 
had necessary degree in North Korea, arrived to South Korea when they are past the 
conventional ages of college education, or recent arrival to South Korea.  
 
All who did not receive education in South Korea received or completed Junior/Senior high 
school or higher in North Korea. Also, their average age of those that did not receive education in 
South Korea was 33.6, and if were to replace 13 people that defected before 22 years old or 
younger, which is a conventional age cut off line of college students, the average age was 35.6. It 
can be inferred that those that have arrived at a later age are less likely to receive further 
education in Korea. Those that do not fit into the previous two reasons are those that defected 22 
years old or younger. Out of those four, two did not answer their years of residency in South 
Korea. The other two that have not received education in South Korea had only been in the 
country for a year, and have indicated that they are preparing to enter college. Out of those 26 
that did not complete education in South Korea, only 3 desired to receive college education or 
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further, 2 desired to receive career education, and the rest of them did not wish to receive 
further education.  
 
Out of 33 that desired to leave, 14 had some or complete college education or higher and 9 had 
no education in South Korea. Higher educational attainment levels in South Korea can be 
explained in couple of ways, such as age of defection and their proactive stances on education. 
There are 12 people that defected before 22 years or younger, and the average age of defection 
of this group is 30.1, which eventually placed them in mandatory high demanding and 
competitive South Korean education system. South Korean society value and demand higher 
education level and because they also immersed in the environment, they might have 
assimilated the societal value. Excluding this student group, the average age jumps to 38.2. 
Although this group has higher average age than those of the group that wished to remain, the 
educational attainment and desired educational attainment is higher.  
 
It is interesting to point out that those with graduate degree students/holders have defected after 
their 30’s, and except one person who had been in South Korea for 11 years, the rest have been 
staying in the country for 4 years or less. In this group, age groups of graduate degree 
students/holders were more diverse than of those who wanted to remain in the housing, and 
years of residence was longer as well.  
 
Have you Studied Abroad Total Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move 
Wished to go but couldn't 42 3 20 19 
Had no intention of going 39 2 29 8 
Went with personal funding 3 2 
 
1 




Have you received 
Private Education Total Moved Out Desired to Move Desired to Stay 
Yes 9 1 3 5 
Yes, but not enough 7 2 2 3 
No 74 5 44 25 
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Have you received Special 
Admissions Benefit? Total Moved Out Desired to Move Desired to Stay 
No 62 4 22 36 
Yes 28 4 11 13 
 
For those who received education in South Korea, those who desired to move out had higher 
percentage and number of those that received private afterschool education. Although this is not 
directly related with educational attainment, in order to go to college, it is conventional 
knowledge among South Koreans to receive private afterschool education. Because Korea’s 
college entrance exam is administered once a year, high percentage of South Korean students 
attend private afternoon school to review and learn in advance and score well on their entrance 
exam at first try. If they were to receive unsatisfactory score and not able to attend a college of 
their choice, then they are forced to wait one more year to take the next year’s college entrance 
exam. Due to the pressure and anxiety, high percentage of students attend private afterschool 
education in hope of learning materials better. Defectors paying high expense for the private 
afternoon school classes indicate that they chose to enter the same competition with South 
Korean counterparts.  
 
Many of the additional comments from education section of the survey complained about the 
costliness of private afterschool education. Despite the high price tag, more of those that wished 
to move out invested on education, in hopes of being able to compete with South Korean 
students. Two of the difficulties that are faced by defector students are English words and 
creativity. One participant wrote, “I never used English in North Korea, but South Koreans use 
many borrowed words so I couldn't understand. On top of it, we had to learn English.” Other 
wrote, “I am really good at following orders, such as when specific instruction is given, I am good 
at following it. But if the teacher asks me to create my own product, I have trouble. I think the 
education in North Korea still is lingering!” The other speaker was a 26-year-old graduate 
student in South Korea and it had been 14 years since she defected, yet she expressed trouble in 
being creative and speaking English. However, despite difficulties faced, some showed 
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enthusiasm for pedagogical styles of South Korea. “I love the environment that encourages you 
to debate. It is impossible in North Korea.”  
 
Occupational Specialization 
Back in North Korea, many were unskilled workers. Out of 90, 23 were students, 7 were 
housewives, 3 were in military, 9 had special skill jobs such as sewer systems planner, 26 
laborers, 12 office workers, and others. There was almost none of job translation to current jobs.  
 
 
Total Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move 
Student 22 2 11 9 
Transition 8 1 1 6 
Full-time (Tenure) 13 1 8 4 
Housewife 15 1 10 4 
Part Time 14 1 9 4 
Self-Employed 6 1 3 2 
Full-time 
(Temporary) 9 1 4 4 
Unemployed 2 0 2 0 
Not Answered 1 0 1 0 
Total 90 8 49 33 
 
In terms of status of employment, the survey showed that out of 90, only 2 were unemployed and 
the rest were either in work force, students, in transition, or housewives. The division was very 
well spread out, and the only main difference between those desired to stay and those desired to 
leave were the stability.  
 
Those that desired to stay had only one person who was in transition, and others had higher 
percentages of stable status as housewives, tenured fulltime, part time, and unemployed. Those 
that desired to leave had 6 of them that were in transition, and less tenured fulltime, and less 
housewives, and higher temporary fulltime than those that desired to stay. Those that desire to 
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move seem that they are more on the move in terms of career than those of that desire to stay, 
who seem to have more static job prospects.   
 
Although none of the current working first generations held high-paying popular professional 
jobs, such as doctor and lawyer, the second generation seemed to desire jobs that require higher 
education. Many indicated that they wanted to be a professor/scholar, psychologist, and social 
workers, because they wanted to help others by teaching and empathizing with their difficulties. 
Other popular occupation choice was entrepreneurs.   
 
Employment Training 
Hanawon career training Total Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move 
Related 18 1 12 5 
Not Related 72 7 37 28 
          
Employment Assistance Total Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move 
Received 53 6 27 20 
Not Received 37 2 22 13 
     
Employment Education Total Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move 
Not useful 43 5 23 15 
Useful 23 2 10 11 
Very Useful 24 1 16 7 
 
This raises a question of the effectiveness of the employment training. 80% of entire participants 
indicated that their career education in Hanawon was irrelevant to their actual jobs in South 
Korea. Main reasons behind that was that they are oblivious to things that they learn, they are 
taught low-skilled work that pays little, and classes were poorly instructed. “Once we defect, 
after long period of security clearance, many of defectors are still in distress from their escape 
and other factors such as worrying about family members that were left behind,” one 
interviewee continued, “we, or at least I, was not in the right mind to learn new skills.” Many 
stated “Those jobs pay little. I must make more money to survive.” Other person also complained 
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that, “The instructors do not teach thoroughly.” Based on their answers and comments, the 
career training provided at Hanawon is not suitable psychologically and financially, and 
instruction qualities are not well-managed. Employment assistance seemed to be doing better, 
but the level of satisfaction has room to improve.  
 
Income 
South Korean minimum wage in 2016 is 6,030 won.26 In Korea, the average household net-
adjusted disposable income per capita is 19,510 USD a year, less than the OECD average of 
25,908 USD a year. But there is a considerable gap between the richest and poorest – the top 
20% of the population earn nearly six times as much as the bottom 20%.27 In 2015, 47.4% of 
recent employees made less than 2 million won.28  
  Total Moved Out Desired to Leave Desired to Stay 
1M won or below 21 1 6 14 
1-1.5M won 24 2 12 10 
1.5-2M won 11 3 1 7 
2M-3M won 9 1 4 4 
3M-5M won 1 1 0 1 
7M won or higher 1 0 1 0 
No experience 23 0  9 13 
  90 8 33 49 
 
Income distribution among all participants were quite low. 45 people out of 90 made less than 
$1,500 per month, and 23 people had no experience in working. 11 made between US 
$1500~2000 per month, which is still low, and there were 11 people that made between US 
$2,000 or more. Although calculated in minimum wage, if one works for 40 hours a week and for 
four weeks, that person receives 964,800 KRW per months, which is equivalent to $855 US 
dollars. The survey shows that many people make more than minimum wages, if calculated in 
hourly wages, but because many of the wages are paid monthly, not hourly, this may not be a 





good indicator of accurate earning. “It is very difficult to live,” one interviewer said, “my mom 
works all day and even over time, but makes W1.2 million(M)29, which doesn’t make sense.”  
 
This survey also shows that a significant number of defectors make less than the net average 
income stated in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which is 
less than negotiated salary. Comparing those that desire to stay and leave, those desired to stay 
had higher number of those that made from 1.5 to 2M won, but also had higher percentage of 
1.5M won and below. The highest percentage of those that desire to leave made 1 to 1.5M won, 
and higher percentage made 2 to 3M won, and the only person that made 7M or higher was from 
those that wanted to leave. Similar percentage had no work experience.  
 
Salary Satisfaction Total Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move 
1 36 5 18 13 




     Work Place 
Satisfaction Total Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move 
1 20 4 11 5 
2 52 4 28 20 
3 17 0 9 8 
 
More than 35% were not happy with their current income both groups. More than half of those 
that desired to stay were moderately happy with their income, and less than 10% were very 
satisfied with their income. Less than half of those desired to leave were moderately satisfied 
with their income, and only 15% were very satisfied with their salary. The level of satisfaction was 
higher than expected, considering the high percentage of low income. Many interviewers in the 
preliminary round had stated that they are satisfied of making money because at least they are 
paid for the amount of what they do. It was also surprising to see that they amount of income 
was not the difficulties that the faced in South Korea.  
                                                
29 860 Won=1USD 
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In terms of work setting satisfaction, both groups had similar percentages. In overall, it was 
more positive than the salary satisfaction. Compared to 8 total survey participants who were 
extremely satisfied with their salary, 17 were very satisfied with their work setting, and compared 
to 31 people that were not satisfied with their salary, 16 people were not satisfied with their work 
setting. Out of 64 people that have working experience, 20 people have experience of being 
discriminated against from their background, and and 44, which is close to half, did not.  
 
Have you experienced 
discrimination 
because you were 
from North? Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move Total 
Yes 1 6 6 12 
Not sure 1 9 7 16 
No 2 13 11 26 
N/A 4 21 11 36 
Total 8 49 35 90 
 
 
This result was in contrary to Asan Institute’s report on heightened discrimination and prejudice 
toward North Korean defectors. Although some indicated that they have received discrimination, 
such as not getting hired, paid on time, and experiencing verbal abuse, many have expressed 
Have you experienced 
kindness because you 
were from North? Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move Total 
Yes 3 9 8 20 
Not sure 2 10 4 16 
No 1 11 11 23 
N/A 2 19 10 31 
Total 8 49 33 90 
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positive working environment. This can be indicative of two possible reasons. Defectors may have 
different standards of discrimination or there was no actual actual discrimination. High 
percentage of North Korean defectors have experienced trauma, before, during, and after 
defection. Many have been exposed to traumatic events, such as torture, repatriation, sexual 
violation, or exploitations.30 It may be the case that they do not register discriminatory acts as 
discrimination since their previous exposures to traumatic events. This may also indicate that 
prejudice against North Korean defectors have subsided. Although there are still cases where 
defectors have to lie as Chinese Korean in order to get a job, as one participant expressed, the 
prejudice might be decreasing over time. The Asan report indicated that many of the young 
generation consider North Korean defectors as foreigners, and this may be true, but with 
increasing variety shows and documentary coverages on North Korean defectors, levels of 
possible hostilities and fear of unknown towards defectors may be decreasing.  
 
Aid Recipients 
Government aid All Moved Out Desired to stay Desired to leave 
Yes 33 2 18 13 
No 57 6 31 20 
Grand Total 90 8 49 33 
 
Non Governmental aid All Moved Out Desired to stay Desired to leave 
Yes 29 2 13 14 
No 61 6 36 19 
Grand Total 90 8 49 33 
 
There are two types of governmental aid. One is a package of aid that are given to everyone, such 
as housing and resettlement fee. The other is an optional aid that is granted as reward as 
initiating steps to assimilate, such as staying in the same job for three years. It is shown that 
around 38% of both groups claimed the optional aid. Most of those that did not claim were either 
students, housewives, or those with temporary jobs. However, there are also students or 
housewives that have received employment benefits. This can indicate that those that did not 
                                                
30 http://en.asaninst.org/contents/resettling-in-south-korea-challenges-for-young-north-korean-refugees/#2 
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receive benefits may not be aware of how to receive the aid, they are in process of filling the 
years, or they are not eligible to receive aid. One person expressed that their grandparents 
claimed the benefit because the participant was a student.  
 
Other than government’s different types of aid to encourage and motivate people to stand on 
their own, non-governmental agencies such as churches provide small source of aid. Only about 
total of 30% survey participants indicated that they have received optional aid. Except 4 
participants, all recipients expressed usefulness of the aid that they have received and except for 
five that have participated in those activities only to receive the benefit, all the remaining 
recipients expressed that those activities helped them financially and enriched their lives. Only 
one person specifically pointed out that governmental aid was the most help in their adjusting 
period. Only half of the survey participants received one or more aid from both government and 
non-government entities. The low rate in receiving optional aid and only one person suggesting 
for more aid amount imply that receiving aid isn’t taking as irreplaceable role in assimilation. 
 
Language Assimilation 
Although North and South Korean languages have same writing forms and grammatical patterns, 
the language have slightly deviated from one another over 60 years, in terms of dialects and 
word usage. Although the Korean peninsula is very small and it is smaller than the State of New 
York combined, its dialect division is very discrete. Within the Korean peninsula, each province 
has its distinct dialect, and minor dialect variances exist among different cities. The difference in 
dialect had been around for hundreds of years, mainly because of the geological situation in the 
peninsula. The peninsula is very mountainous and each dialect is corresponding to the natural 
boundaries. In this argument, it is natural for North Korean provinces to have their distinct 
dialect variances that are different from South Korean provincial dialects. It is very easy to spot a 
North Korean if they are using their native dialect.  
 
There is an additional layer of reason behind language difference. The change in usage also had 
been influenced by ideology. North Korean had attempted to keep its originality by using “pure” 
Korean words by eliminating sino-Korean words whereas sino-Korean words comprise more 
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than half of the vocabulary31. As time passed by South Korean had been very open about adopting 




language Moved Out Desired to Move Desired to Stay Total 
1 1 7 15 23 
2 3 13 20 36 
3 4 13 14 31 
Total 8 33 49 90 
 
In terms of language attainment, the group that desired to move had the higher percentage of 
people with higher level of fluency and lower percentage of lower level of fluency than those that 
wished to stay. Also, the group that desired to move had lower level of fluency of North Korean 
dialect, which indicates loss of mother tongue language. This reflects that people that desired to 
move out of housing showed higher level of marker of assimilation than those that desired to 
stay.  
 
Did you know 
South Korean 
dialect in North 
Korea? Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move Total 
1 3 31 13 47 
2 1 8 8 17 
3 4 10 12 26 
Total 8 49 33 90 
 
Do you speak in 
South Korean 
dialect to South 
Koreans? Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move Total 
                                                
31 http://www.scmp.com/news/asia/article/1631344/academics-try-get-north-and-south-korea-speak-same-language 
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Yes 6 37 23 66 
No 2 12 10 24 




Those with prior knowledge of the South Korean dialect shows better language attainment 
among those who wanted to move out. More than 60% of those wished to leave indicated that 
they had prior knowledge of South Korean dialect before defection, where as 60% of those who 
wished to stay indicated they had prior knowledge. Only 20% of those who wished to stay were 
familiar with the dialect where as almost 40% of those wished to leave were familiar with the 
dialect. This shows that more percentage of people with prior knowledge of the dialect desired to 
move out of housing.  
 
More than half of those that wanted to leave indicated that they speak in South Korean dialects 
and about 20% indicated not, whereas 40 percent of those wanted to stay speak South Korean 
dialect where as about 30% indicated not. The variance of this result may have risen from the 
ability to communicate with South Korean language. All that indicated that they do not 
communicate in South Korean dialect showed low self-assessment of their ability to speak South 
Korean dialect. One of the main characteristics of those that do not speak in South Korean 
dialect is that most of them have defected after their 30’s, with varying numbers of years of stay 
in South Korea. Also, when examining the ages of defection and South Korean dialect self-
assessment level, besides 4 samples, all of them are under 30. These evidences suggest that 
language attainment of older generation is difficult. Also, for those that do not speak North 
Do you speak North 
Korean dialect to 
fellow defectors? Moved Out Desired to Stay 
Desired to 
Move Total 
Yes 6 37 23 66 
No 2 12 10 24 
Total 8 49 33 90 
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Korean dialect didn’t seem to do it intentionally. All but one person rated their North Korean 
dialect fluency 1 or 2 out of 5, indicating low fluency. 
 
Have you experienced 
discrimination based on 
language? Moved Out 
Desired to 
Stay Desired to Move Total 
Yes 3 24 16 43 
No 5 25 17 47 
Total 8 49 33 90 
 
Do you hide North 
Korean dialect? Moved Out 
Desired to 
Stay Desired to Move Total 
Yes 3 27 17 47 
No 5 22 16 43 
Total 8 49 33 90 
 
The questions that showed no difference between those who wished to stay and move out were 
questions on discrimination based on dialect and experience in hiding their dialect. These 
questions are related to the reflection of the collective social view of North Korean defectors and 
their experience in South Korea, which do not solely depend on their current or desired level of 
assimilation into the society. Those two questions had roughly half and half answers of facing 
discrimination and having desire to hide dialect. Out of 42 people that faced discrimination based 
on their dialect, 32 people wanted to hide their dialect. Out of 58 people that did not experience 
discrimination based on dialect, 16 wanted to hide their dialect. There was no correlation 
between the discrimination based on language and desire to hide their language. The results of 
questions based on discrimination and concealing dialect are closely related to the South Korean 




Marital Status in NK Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move All 
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Not Married 5 24 19 48 
Civil Union 0 1 0 1 
Married 3 17 10 30 
Divorced 0 5 3 8 
Bereaved 0 2 1 3 
Total 8 49 33 90 
 
Marital Status in South 
Korea Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move All 
Not Married 2 21 20 43 
Civil Union 0 1 3 4 
Married 6 23 8 37 
Divorced 0 3 2 5 
Bereaved 0 1 0 1 
Total 8 49 33 90 
 
Change in marital status moved out Desired to Stay Desired to Move all 
No change 3 25 18 47 
Changed to Married 4 13 7 25 
Changed other than 
married 1 11 8 18 
 
Out of the entire sample population, in terms of marital status, 48 out of 90 were not married, 30 
out of 90 were married and 8 out of 90 were divorced in North Korea. In South Korea, 43 were not 
married, 4 were residing together, 37 were married and 5 were divorced. In general, 47 out of 90 
had no change in their marital status, where as 25 were changed to married, ant 18 were 
changed to other than married.  
 
To compare the groups of those who wish to remain and leave the housing, it was shown that 
those who want to leave have significantly lower percentage of married. 23 out of 49 of those who 
wanted to stay were married, where as only 8 out of 33 were married. This may be related to the 
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age of the respondents in each group, since the average age of those who wish to remain in 
housing was 35 where as it was 31 for those who wanted to leave.  
 
On the questions of asking the groups of spousal preference, in overall, more people preferred 
having North Korean born spouses over South Korean born, 28 and 21, respectively, and 15 have 
indicated that it does not matter, and 10 indicated that they prefer Korean Chinese spouses. This 
general preference question was further analyzed as the indicator of intermarriage, also showed 
distinct difference between those who wanted to remain and leave housing, as well as those who 
married and did not marry.  
 
Married Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move Total 
South Korean 3 1 2 6 
North Korean 2 15 4 16 






Total 6 23 8 37 
 
Did Not Marry Moved Out Desired to Stay Desired to Move Total 
South Korean 0 6 9 15 
North Korean 0 9 3 13 
Does not matter 0 7 8 15 
Foreigner 0 1 2 3 
Korean Chinese 0 0 2 2 
N/A 2 6 3 11 
Total 2 29 27 59 
 
The main difference between those who desire to stay and leave are the preference of South 
Korean men over North Korean men. Among those who desire to stay, out of 52 multiple 
selections, 7 preferred South Korean and 21 preferred North Korean, where as among 36 




Of those married, for those who desired to stay, there were 15 selections of North Korea born, 5 
Chinese Korean, and only 1 South Korea born, whereas there were 4 selections of North Korea 
born, 2 Chinese Korean, and 2 South Korea born. Of those that did not marry, the difference 
between preference of North Korea born and South Korea born was still visible. Of those that 
desired to stay, out of 29 selections, 6 preferred South Korea born, 9 preferred North Korea born, 
and 7 indicated does not matter, as for those who desired to move out, out of 27 selections, 9 
preferred South Korea born, 3, North Korea born, and 8 does not matter.  
 
Higher percentage of those that desired to leave married or was willing to marry South Korean 
counterparts, therefore showed higher percentage of intermarriage rate. In terms of 
intermarriage, the group with lowest assimilation was the married people who desired to stay in 
the housing, and the highest assimilation was the not married people that desired to move out of 
housing. Although the latter one was the preference over reality, preference was also taken 
account for the willingness to intermarry.  
 
Policy Recommendations 
Providing Options to live in Enclaves vs Non-enclaves 
This addresses one of the main research questions of this thesis. Based on my findings, both 
through interviews and surveys, the question that brought the most heated discussion was 
whether people should be placed in concentrated or dispersed areas. The main argument for 
living in concentrated area was to have more readily available access for community center, 
whereas those that advocate for dispersed area said that it will force them to adjust to the 
society and assimilate faster. Those that stated that living in enclaves or dispersed zones did not 
matter because even if they were from North Korea, because North Korea has limited mobility 
within the country, people are very different by regions. Those that were against living in 
concentrated area showed distaste for troubles that arise among defectors. 
 
It will be impossible to place all the defectors into their ideal preference of residence. Going out 
of way to accomplish this will bring many problems such as reverse discrimination against South 
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Koreans. However, because almost everyone was very opinionated about this question, it may be 
a good idea to provide defectors with the option to express their thoughts on living in different 
settings during their residential lottery session, so that they can express preference of an option 
that may help them assimilate better.  
 
In terms of policy implementation, Former Minister of Unification Ryoo said during his interview 
that it would be better to select successful Hana Centers nationwide and merge or concentrate 
their efforts in those areas to be more effective and efficient because having spread out task 
forces with minimum number of workers are inefficient for both workers and defectors. It may 
be more beneficial to implement policies successfully in a concentrated unit rather than than 
having spread out groups that are less impactful. By doing so, it can create more thorough and 
reliable one-stop resettlement centers that can assist people in need. Providing an option to 
express their preference of living in a spatially concentrated region, with or without presence of 
more impactful Hana Centers, may cater both groups that are for or against living in 
concentrated areas by reducing stress or problems that arise from their particular situations. 
 
Incentivizing Leaving Public Housing 
This also addresses the main question of this thesis. Based on my findings, it was shown that 
those that desired to leave public housing was more assimilated in assimilation markers. 
Although there is no evidence of the causality of those two relationship, nor it is not the case that 
those do not spatially assimilate do poorly on other markers of assimilation, it would be better to 
incentivize or shorten period of stay so that they are more pressured to assimilate in a quicker 
pace. As mentioned before, South Korean residential support for defectors is extremely 
generous. Some of those that did not wish to leave the housing lived in stable environment and 
they had no reason to move out, even after their assimilation process has been progressed. It is 
suggested to shorten period of stay, from maximum of 30 to 50 to 5 to 10, and provide option of 
housing voucher for a longer period than residential support period of stay, so voucher has more 
incentives. By implementing this recommendation, it may increase people’s desirability to 
spatially assimilate, which will create more likelihood to assimilate in terms of other markers.  
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“I believe our current policy is one of the best in the world,” said the former Minister of 
Unification Kihl Jae Ryoo said during interview, “the government can’t provide more support, 
because we have to be fair to everyone. I think it is difficult to adjust in a new environment in 
general and integration is very difficult. I think the society has to change, not by just saying words, 
but feeling the sense of connection and fellowship with each other. It is not because there is 
something wrong with the policy, but the problem is rising from having low income, having 
relative feeling of loss, and having desire to spend a lot of money over their budget…” Providing 
too much aid may put defectors at risk of maintaining their living off the welfare, and not 
motivate them to overcome the adjusting period to successfully integrate into South Korean 
culture.  
 
By providing more thorough policy education, based on available aid and common scams, it can 
create sense of empowerment among defectors. By reducing period of stay and incentivizing 
leave of public housing, it would provide defectors with rooms to “catch up” when they have 
settled enough to grasp what is going on in South Korea. By reducing the stay, it may create 
stress for some defectors having to leave housing, it may in fact empower defectors by having 
them test their limits to survive in such competitive society as South Korea. They are a strong 
group of people that risked their lives to search for freedom. Even if they fail to acquire key 
money to move out of the public housing, they can also apply to public housing as applicants, just 
as South Korean applicants. Just like the concept of South-to-South cooperation structures are 
working better than North-to-South cooperation in certain regions, it is important to put 
defectors into earlier practice of acquiring resources, rather than putting them at risk of 
obtaining sense of entitlement due to readily available support.  
 
Career education support/ Entrepreneurial activities 
Based on my findings and previously done surveys, North Korean defectors’ incomes are low, 
compared to their South Korean counterparts. Even if some defectors wished to leave public 
housing, having low income was one of the main barriers that prohibit them from moving out. In 
order to prevent the evil cycle of low income and not being able to leave public housing, changes 
on career support must be made.  
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80% of participants’ jobs were not related to education received in Hanawon, which suggests that 
employment training in Hanawon is extremely inefficient. Instead of offering classes that are not 
effective, Hanawon may consider to offer classes that teach useful skills that bring decent level 
of income, and/or cooperate with professional private academies to teach classes. Many have 
suggested teaching computer software, such as AutoCAD or Adobe Creative Suite, that can help 
landing on non-low paying menial job. Addressing the state of confusion and not being able to 
retain information may be difficult, but by cooperating with professional academies with or 
without psychological help, more efficient learning can be achieved. Also, in order to retain 
information and materials, it may be more effective to implement follow up career education at 
the local Hana Center as to offer remedial courses in different levels. Learning computer 
software may be difficult for older generation but by offering these applicable classes that can 
bring decent amount of income, over basic skills that leads to low income jobs may provide 
better chance of assimilating into South Korean society quickly.  
 
Another popular suggestion was to offer programs that support entrepreneurs. Although it was 
shown that defectors that crossed over in late 90’s or early 00’s to escape from hunger, recent 
defectors have crossed the border to seek better economic opportunities and possible 
entrepreneurship. South Korea’s business development had been focused on conglomerates, or 
chaebol, and it is difficult to breakthrough the walls of conglomerates but recent successful 
young businesses that have overcome those walls have been IT related start ups. Although it will 
be unlikely for recent North Korean defectors to start a technology start up, instead, it may be a 
better idea to provide foundations of starting a business that can utilize their specialties, whether 
it is import/export business with China, since many speak Chinese, or restaurant businesses.  
 
A number of Korean Americans started their own businesses when they first immigrated to 
United States because although they were educated, they also had barriers such as language 
barriers that didn’t commensurate with their education. 32  Also, owning a business can 
                                                
32 http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-12888908 
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psychologically satisfy one’s mind by being their own boss.33 After first generation successfully 
cultivating their businesses and became economically stable, their second generations are 
becoming professionals, such as medical doctors or lawyers, and there seems a movement to 
break glass ceilings. 34 Although South Korean entrepreneurship market is quite small and 
competitive, they should be given education to pursue their Korean Dream.  
 
Going further, in cooperation with government and private development, it may be feasible to 
even create a mini retail zone of a North Korean culture district where they sell North Korean 
traditional food and other culture related shops, just like Koreatown or other ethnic towns 
around the world. Plaza Mexico in Los Angeles is a retail mall with architecture that resembles 
that of Mexico and has shops that target socioeconomic needs of Mexican immigrants. It is 
located in the area with high Hispanic population. It stimulates nostalgia among immigrants that 
cannot go back to their countries, and it is a good visitors’ stop to explore Mexican culture 
themed retail space.35 There are areas with high North Korean defector population, such as 
Namdong-Gu in Inchon, where more than 1,600 defectors reside, simply because there is 
availability in new housing. Building a concentrated commercial zone will be a good source of 
creating jobs, stimulating economy, and reducing emotional gaps between North and the South. 
 
Limitations 
Understanding questions/translation  
Some of the answers for the surveys were not applicable for analysis because those did not 
answer questions. For examples, to the question, “What is your job in South Korea?,” couple of 
them answered “good.” There were some questions with inapplicable answers. This can be 
caused from not reading the question properly or understanding the question correctly. Also, 
there is a room for being lost in translation. As mentioned earlier, there is a small gap between 
both Korean languages and American English, in terms of context or cultures. There may have 
been answers that were answered incorrectly.  
 
                                                
33 Chang, Edward Taechan. 2003. "Korean Americans" Asian-Nation: The Landscape of Asian America. <http://www.asian-




Validity of the Comments of the Surveys/Interviews 
There has been rising accusation of validity of defectors’ interviews. High-profiled defectors that 
are involved in human rights movement, such as Dong Hyuk Shin was confessed that he may 
have had exaggerated his testimonies in his books and prominent places like UN. Yeonmi Park, 
who is also a well-known author and human rights activist, is accused of delivering false 
testimonies. Many  defectors are accused of delivering inaccurate stories to make them 
“saleable” for their cash payment for interviews.36 This survey was paid 20,000 KRW per survey 
through mixture of personal and travel fund provided by Columbia University Graduate School of 
Architecture, Planning and Preservation, and the answers were attempted to cross examined 
with different sources.  
 
Sample size 
The sample size was 90. Although it is not a small number, it is still small to make 
generalization. Also, when percentage of each group was evaluated, because of the small 
sample size, the percentage changed drastically even when the unit changed was one. T-test 
was conducted earlier and most were not proven to be statistically significant. However, this 
research also bears valuable qualitative information; therefore, statistical insignificance will not 
be counted against the results of this thesis.  
 
Further Studies 
It will be interesting to do further research based on current age and age of defection, year 
of/since defection. Some of further analysis done to changes were done were based on age. I 
think it will be interesting to find thorough analysis based on age of defection and years since 
defection and see if generational differences exist. Another research of quasi-experiment on 
different groups of immigrants would be interesting as well to find commonalities and 
differences amongst different groups of immigrants. It will also be very helpful to gather 
statistically significant size of sample to conduct statistical analysis among defectors.  
 
Conclusion 
                                                
36 http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/oct/13/why-do-north-korean-defector-testimonies-so-often-fall-apart 
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Providing housing is the first step of providing assistance in assimilation, because they will be 
allowed to spend all their energy adjusting to the South Korean society, without having to worry 
about securing housing. It was earlier hypothesized 1) the levels of other assimilation markers 
will be lower for those who stay in the government housing (those with low level of spatial 
assimilation) and 2) the desirability to increase spatial assimilation will also increase other 
markers of assimilation. Through conducting research, the first hypothesis proved to be true, in 
that many defectors showed at least one form of assimilation markers without having the 
successful spatial assimilation. The second hypothesis also proved to be true, although it is 
inconclusive about the statistical significance, because those who desired to spatially assimilate 
had shown more signs of assimilation in all markers than those that desired to stay in their 
public housing. 
 
It was shown that residential support that South Korea provides played an extremely important 
role in settling into South Korean society. Aid that is overly generous may create other problems 
such as coping, not adapting into the society. North Koreans defectors have gone through 
difficult situations and they face hardships every time North Korean State creates world-wide 
issues. Although the South Korean society may be quite different from what they have seen on 
South Korean dramas or other pop media, it is up to them to adjust and create the lives that they 
had dreamed of in North Korea.  
 
North Korea and South Korea have been divided up for 70 years, not only physically, but also 
ideologically. It feels that parts of the reason why Korean Americans were able to resettle in the 
US were US’s good economy, but also they were ideologically aligned due to shared popular 
cultures, such as Hollywood movies and pop songs. Joo Seong Ha, a well known defector 
journalist from Kim Il Sung University, said during his special lecture that North Koreans are 
closer to Chinese and Russians in terms of cultures due to more exchanges with those countries.  
 
Despite all the differences that North and South Korea have, it will be South Korea’s grand 
benefit to assist with defectors’ assimilation into South Korea because they are potentially 
extremely valuable assets to South Korea, and their assimilation can occur easier than other 
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immigrant groups since they are the same race and share almost identical language. Defectors 
can be great assets to future inter-Korea relationship or in post-unification era, with their 
knowledge and experience in North Korea, and providing platform for streamline assimilation 
may begin with secure housing. Korean division is unique in many ways and defector policies are 
rather experimental due to short history of influx of defectors. Currently, as more well-adjusted 
second generation defectors emerge and as government implement proper policies focusing on 
empowering defectors, not overly generous nor nonchalant, South Korea seems to have a 
positive outlook on defector assimilation and integration into the society.  
